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This book is an introduction to the war machine of New Kingdom Egypt from c. 1575
bc–1100 bc. Focuses on the period in which the Egyptians created a professional army
and gained control of Syria, creating an “Empire of Asia”. Written by a respected
Egyptologist. Highlights new technological developments, such as the use of chariots
and siege technology. Considers the socio-political aspects of warfare, particularly the
rise to power of a new group of men. Evaluates the military effectiveness of the
Egyptian state, looking at the logistics of warfare during this period. Incorporates maps
and photographs, a chronological table, and a chart of dynasties and pharaohs
Ramses II, the Son of the Light, is about to reach his coronation. He has all he should
need to become a great pharaoh: his wife Nefertari and his mother both love him
unconditionally, and he enjoys great strength from solid friendships formed in
childhood, especially that of the Hebrew Moses. And yet still the young pharaoh must
fight to hold on to the throne. For lurking all around in the shadows are new
conspiracies against him. Will he succeed in avoiding the traps set in his path by his
older brother? Can he avert the black magic of a mysterious sorcerer and ward off the
schemes of the Hittites? The ambushes accumulate and Ramses' defences are
exhausted. To vanquish their enemies, visible and unseen, the royal couple resort to
the only possible course of action - they build a Temple of a Million Years.
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To save Egypt from the Hittites, Ramses II must face the might of their powerful army,
whose weapons are vastly superior to Egypt's own. War seems inevitable, and it is at
Kadesh, the impenetrable fortress of Northern Syria, that the first major battle is to take
place.But how can Ramses prepare himself for such a battle when the health of his
beloved royal wife, Nefertari, is failing rapidly? And how can he be vigilant at home in
Egypt where a pro-Hittite underground network continues to grow?In order to save his
dying Queen, Ramses needs to travel South in search of the Stone Goddess, but the
imminent battle to save his entire civilization is to the North. Will Ramses' father, now a
celestial god, answer his desperate pleas for help and guidance?
First published in the 1940s and widely condemned as obscene, The Egyptian outsold
every other American novel published that same year, and remains a classic; readers
worldwide have testified to its life-changing power. It is a full-bodied re-creation of a
largely forgotten era in the world’s history: an Egypt when pharaohs contended with the
near-collapse of history’s greatest empire. This epic tale encompasses the whole of the
then-known world, from Babylon to Crete, from Thebes to Jerusalem, while centering
around one unforgettable figure: Sinuhe, a man of mysterious origins who rises from
the depths of degradation to get close to the Pharoah...
From the author of the bestselling Ramses series, a new novel about one of the lesser
known pharaohs, the Nubian Piankhy who, five centuries after Ramses, sought to
restore the country to its former glory.
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From early towns to booming metropolises, The Complete Cities of Ancient Egypt
explores every facet of urban life in ancient Egypt with a leading authority in the field as
a guide Ancient Egyptian cities and towns have until recently been one of the leaststudied and least-published aspects of this great ancient civilization. Now, new
research and excavation are transforming our knowledge. This is the first book to bring
these latest discoveries to a wide audience and to provide a comprehensive overview
of what we know about ancient settlement during the dynastic period. The cities range
in date from early urban centers to large metropolises. From houses to palaces to
temples, the different parts of Egyptian cities and towns are examined in detail, giving a
clear picture of the urban world. The inhabitants, from servants to Pharaoh, are vividly
brought to life, placed in the context of the civil administration that organized every
detail of their lives. Famous cities with extraordinary buildings and fascinating histories
are also examined here through detailed individual treatments, including: Memphis,
home of the pyramid–building kings of the Old Kingdom; Thebes, containing the
greatest concentration of monumental buildings from the ancient world; and Amarna,
intimately associated with the pharaoh Akhenaten. An analysis of information from
modern excavations and ancient texts recreates vibrant ancient communities, providing
range and depth beyond any other publication on the subject.
Presents the life and accomplishments of one of Egypt's greatest pharaohs and
describes the time in which he lived.
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To save Egypt from the Hittites, Ramses II must face the might of the powerful army
whose weapons are vastly superior to Egypt's own. War seems inevitable and it is at
the impenetrable fortress of Kadesh that the first battle is to take place.
After defeating the mighty Hittites in the Battle of Kadesh, Rameses tries to negotiate a
peace treaty but is distracted by his beloved wife, Nefertari, and his kingdom may fall to
the enemies
In the north, the barbaric Hyksos still rule with unimaginable brutality. Queen Ahhotep,
meanwhile, has recaptured much of the south -- but at a terrible price: her husband has
been killed in combat and her elder son, Kames, was mysteriously poisoned. Ahhotep
refuses to be crowned pharaoh and prepares her second son, young Amose, to take
power instead. Thanks to her, the Egyptians are now ready for the final battle. They lay
siege to Avaris, the Hyksos capital -- and once the city is taken, nothing can stop them.
After 100 years of occupation and thousands of violent deaths, it looks as though the
Egyptian empire may at last rise from the ashes.
The Oxford History of Ancient Egypt describes the emergence and development of the
distinctive civilization of the ancient Egyptians, from their prehistoric origins to their
conquest by the Persians, Greeks, and Romans. Included are the most detailed
examinations of the three so-called 'intermediate periods' in Egyptian history, which
were previously regarded as 'dark ages' but are now beginning to be better understood.
A wealth of information on ancient Egypt.
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Ramses prepares for the end of his reign as dark forces work against him.
In the first volume of a four-volume novel set in ancient Egypt, a desert wanderer blocks
a plot to steal a gemstone with supposed magical powers.
Translations from the original texts are a particular feature of the book. Thus on many issues
the Hittites and their contemporaries are allowed to speak to the modern reader for
themselves."--BOOK JACKET.
Volume 3. The powerful Hittites have declared war on Egypt and Ramses must do the
impossible: seize their impregnable fortress at Kadesh with his ragged army, even as his
powerful bodyguard and right-hand man has been arrested, suspected of treason.
CLASSIFIED INFORMATION Agent's profile: Code name: Battle Boy 005 (BB005) Real name:
Napoleon Augustus Smythe Age: 11 years old Assignment: Operation Battle Book Controller:
Professor Juanita Perdu Duty: To operate as a Human Data-Collecting Device (HD-CD)
Survival gear: SimulSkin (high-tech, skin-coloured body armour), Battle Watch and assorted
gadgets Mission directive: To spy on the past Mission 8: Chariot Charge -The Battle of
Kadesh, 1400 BC - the most famous chariot battle between the Hittities and the Egyptian
Pharaoh Ramses II. -Mission objectives: 1) discover who wins the Battle of Kadesh. 2)
discover the location of the tomb of Prince Awutali - and the priceless treasure that was buried
with him
Norman Mailer’s dazzlingly rich, deeply evocative novel of ancient Egypt breathes life into the
figures of a lost era: the eighteenth-dynasty Pharaoh Rameses and his wife, Queen Nefertiti;
Menenhetet, their creature, lover, and victim; and the gods and mortals that surround them in
intimate and telepathic communion. Mailer’s reincarnated protagonist is carried through the
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exquisite gardens of the royal harem, along the majestic flow of the Nile, and into the terrifying
clash of battle. An extraordinary work of inventiveness, Ancient Evenings lives on in the mind
long after the last page has been turned. Praise for Ancient Evenings “Astounding, beautifully
written . . . a leap of imagination that crosses three millennia to Pharaonic Egypt.”—USA Today
“Mailer makes a miraculous present out of age-deep memories, bringing to life the rhythms,
the images, the sensuousness of a lost time.”—The New York Times “Mailer’s Egypt is a
haunting and magical place. . . . The reader wallows in the scope, depth, the sheer magnitude
and—yes—the fertility of his imagination.”—The Washington Post Book World “An enormous
pyramid of a novel [reminiscent of] Thomas Pynchon’s Gravity’s Rainbow and Carlos
Fuentes’s Terra Nostra.”—Los Angeles Herald Examiner Praise for Norman Mailer “[Norman
Mailer] loomed over American letters longer and larger than any other writer of his
generation.”—The New York Times “A writer of the greatest and most reckless talent.”—The
New Yorker “Mailer is indispensable, an American treasure.”—The Washington Post “A
devastatingly alive and original creative mind.”—Life “Mailer is fierce, courageous, and reckless
and nearly everything he writes has sections of headlong brilliance.”—The New York Review of
Books “The largest mind and imagination [in modern] American literature . . . Unlike just about
every American writer since Henry James, Mailer has managed to grow and become richer in
wisdom with each new book.”—Chicago Tribune “Mailer is a master of his craft. His language
carries you through the story like a leaf on a stream.”—The Cincinnati Post
Excerpt from The Battle of Kadesh: A Study in the Earliest Known Military Strategy Megiddo
and Kadesh. At Megiddo, already in the sixteenth century before Christ, we find Thutmose III.
Disposing his troops as in modern times, with a center and two wings, or horns as he calls
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them, of each of which he gives the exact location. His enemy also was drawn up in the same
way. But Kadesh is still more instructive, because here we can follow the shrewd maneuvers of
the Asiatics, which preceded the battle. No incident in Eygptian history is so impressed upon
the mind of the traveler in Egypt as this battle between the forces of Ramses II. And those of
the Hittites at Kadesh on the Orontes, in the fourteenth century before Christ. The young king's
supreme effort to save himself and his army from destruction is so often depicted and in such
graphic pictures upon the walls of the great temples, that no visitor, not even the most blas
globe-trotter can ever forget it. Yet this dramatic event, so prominent that it attracts the
attention of even the most casual visitor over and over again, has never received any
exhaustive study. It is the earliest battle in history, the strategic of which can be largely
determined in detail; and yet this has never been done. About the Publisher Forgotten Books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten
Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in
the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do,
however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain
are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
It will be the cruellest war ever waged, and the Gods will gather to watch… 1275 BC: Tensions
between the Hittite and Egyptian Empires erupt and the two great superpowers mobilise for allout war. Horns blare across the Hittite northlands and the dunes of Egypt rumble with the din of
drums as each gathers an army of unprecedented size. Both set their eyes upon the border
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between their domains, and the first and most important target: a desert city whose name will
toll through history. Kadesh! Prince Hattu has lived in torment for years, plagued by the
memory of his wife’s murder. Thoughts of her poisoner, Volca the Sherden – for so long safe
and distant by Pharaoh Ramesses’ side – have sullied his dreams, blackened his waking
hours and driven him to commit the darkest of deeds. Now that war is here, he at last has the
chance to confront his nemesis and have his vengeance. But as the ancient world goes to war,
Hattu will learn that the cold, sweet kiss of revenge comes at a terrible price.
The artisans of the forbidden village continue their devoted work on the tombs of the pharaoh
under new leadership following the assassination of the Master of the Place of Truth, while
Paneb the Ardent sets out to protect his people from an unknown traitor.

Studying Ramesses IIa (TM)s Dedicatory Inscription in detail allows one to connect it
with the development of the Solar-Osirian theology postdating the Amarna Period of
Egypt. This study thus links the historical background of the pharaoha (TM)s visit to
Abydos at the very beginning of his first regnal year with the religious aspects of early
Dynasty XIX.
Of all the enormous monuments throughout Egypt and Nubia that Ramesses II (the
Great; ca. 1279-1212 BCE) left behind, his temple at Abydos, built early in his reign,
stands as one of his most elegant monuments, with its simple architectural layout and
dramatic and graceful painted relief scenes. Though best known for its dramatic reliefs
depicting the battle of Kadesh, the temple also offers a wealth of information about
religious and social life in ancient Egypt. It reflects, for example, the strenuous efforts of
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the early Ramessides to reestablish the Osiris cult in Egypt-and particularly at Abydosin the aftermath of the Amarna period. Over a seven-year period, the authors of The
Temple of Ramesses II in Abydos conducted a field project with the aim of producing
an up-to-date and comprehensive architectural, photographic, and epigraphic record of
the temple. This lavish volume, the second of two documenting their results, presents
miscellaneous elements of the temple, including the pillars, as well as translations of
the inscriptions found in the temple. Volume 1, "Wall Scenes," contains more than two
hundred detailed line drawings-accurately rendered according to modern epigraphical
standards-of the temple's carved relief scenes, placed alongside their corresponding
full-color photographs. The result is a masterpiece of modern epigraphic research and
publication.
"Ramses II was one of the greatest pharaohs to rule ancient Egypt. Taking the throne in
his early 20s and leading Egypt for 67 years, he was one of the longest-ruling
pharaohs. Known for his strategic military skills, Ramses displayed his military might at
the Battle of Kadesh, which set up an alliance with Egypt's sworn enemy. He was also
an extraordinary builder. Throughout his reign as pharaoh, he ordered the construction
of more temples and monuments than any other ruler. His accomplishments and longlasting reign earned him the title of Ramses the Great."
In The Books behind the Masks Anthony Spalinger continues his work on the warrior
kings of pharaonic Egypt. Here is covered their actual war records from the perspective
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of literature and the contemporary court-based society, especially with the eulogies.
This dissertation examines the packaging and presentation of the Battle of Kadesh as a
meaningful Event to both a local Egyptian and a wider Near Eastern audience at pivotal
moments in time. In 1275 BCE the Egyptian pharaoh, Ramses II, faced off against the
Hittite king, Muwatalli, at the northern Levantine citadel of Kadesh along the border
between the two great empires. This confrontation remains one of the most well studied
battles of pre-classical times as a result of the lavish attention with which Ramses II
commemorated it upon his temple walls in Egypt. Still visible today at Abu Simbel,
Abydos, Karnak, Luxor, and the Ramesseum are the monumental reliefs depicting
Ramses II charging into the chaotic fray of combat on his chariot. All around him
Egyptian troops attack the Hittite army beside the Orontes River, which circumscribes
the fortified citadel of Kadesh. Event is capitalized in this dissertation to refer to the
ongoing construction and understanding of the Battle of Kadesh as embedded within
specific social contexts. Such an approach emphasizes the temporal duration of
Events, arguing that a crucial component of Events is their continued resonance in the
material (archaeological and/or historical) record. This dissertation focuses upon three
encounters with the Battle of Kadesh reliefs through time to demonstrate the Battle's
Event-status: The initial carving of the Battle of Kadesh reliefs on the temple walls of
the Ramesseum during the reign of Ramses II; the later addition to the Ramesseum of
the Egyptian-Hittite peace treaty negotiated in the twenty-first year of Ramses II's reign;
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and lastly, the Neo-Assyrian army's encounter with this corpus on their campaign in the
Theban region during the seventh century BCE. This dissertation argues that the
physicality of the reliefs has the effect of creating (as opposed to reflecting) the Battle of
Kadesh. In asking how the internal elements of the reliefs communicate with one
another and how the reliefs communicate with their surrounding environment, this study
demonstrates that meaning is constantly negotiated through the broader social,
ideological, and physical world. In so doing, it recognizes the role the reliefs play as
active participants in various social and temporal settings, and it evaluates their efficacy
as imperialistic and diplomatic tools utilized during the reign of Ramses II and the reigns
of the Neo-Assyrian kings in constructing royal ideologies. Chapters 5-7 of this
dissertation landscape the reliefs at the aforementioned moments in time in order to
examine their shifting resonances. This includes a description of the permanent
changes to the physical landscape of the Ramesseum (such as the addition of the
Silver Tablet Treaty to the temple walls or the weathering of the stone surfaces), as well
as the appearance of temporary objects (such as festival accouterment) that would
impact how the reliefs mean to different audiences. Likewise each chapter describes
the cultural and political expectations of each audience in order to demonstrate that
Events comprise the encounter between both the landscape of the relief corpus and the
different audiences that visit them. These diverse encounters reveal precisely how
much an Event's meaning can change through time, highlighting how modern historical
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reconstructions of the Battle of Kadesh are just one more stage in the Event's making.
Despite the tremendous shock of the Battle of Kadesh, Ramses has not managed to
bring the formidable Hittite might to its knees. Rather than continue the struggle, he
decides to engage in negotiation. But more important than anything to Ramses is the
love he bears the Great Royal Consort, and he decides to offer Nefertari the most
fabulous of gifts: at Abu Simbel two temples will be built - symbols of their eternal love.
Meanwhile shadows are gathering, from Nubia to the sovereign's own capital of PiRamses and Ramses must come face to face with Moses, the childhood friend whom
he had lost sight of for so many years: Moses, who has returned to Egypt to demand
the exodus of the Hebrew people.
Caius Zip, the young time traveller, will learn the wisdom of Ancient Egypt with the great
Pharaoh Ramses II. The main architect of the Pharaoh, plus the Greek scholar who
visited Egypt for studying geometry, and the pharaoh's main wife, the beautiful
Nefertari, will teach Caius the principles of geometry.After an impressive narration on
the effort of the Egyptians in the building of their great monuments, Caius will
participate in this effort, with the calculations of area and volume of the pyramids. In the
famous battle of Kadesh, an important loca-tion in present day Syria, between the two
largest eastern powers of that period, the time traveller will help the great pharaoh to
win the battle against the Hittite army. How? Aiding in the construction of traps, where
he will use his newly acquired knowledge of geometry.More than acquiring knowledge,
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this book is also about a young person acquiring maturity,'growing', in the true essence
of the word.
Everyone has heard of Ramesses the Great - but what is the truth behind the legend? Joyce
Tyldesley's lively book explores the life and times of Egypt's greatest king. Ramesses II was
the archetypal Egyptian pharoah: a mighty warrior, an extravagant builder and the father of
scores of children. His momuments and image were to be found in every corner of the
Egyptian empire. This is his amazing story.
Christian Jacq, author of the international sensations Ramses and The Stone of Light,
continues his epic Queen of Freedom trilogy as the fiercely determined Queen Ahhotep
struggles to save her people -- and reclaim her own legacy. The barbaric Hyksos have taken
possession of the whole of Egypt, imposing their harsh rule with unimaginable cruelty. Only
Queen Ahhotep has yet to succumb. Not far from Thebes, the only city that retains its
independence, she has established a secret military base to train her loyal fighters. Even when
her husband is killed, Ahhotep refuses to yield, turning instead to her eldest son, Kames, who
must take his father's place as pharaoh. Leading an increasingly powerful army, Ahhotep
steals victory after victory -- despite the treachery that threatens Egypt from within. Slowly, the
Egyptians are recovering their honor, growing stronger by the day -- and the brutal invaders no
longer seem invincible. Unless Queen Ahhotep and her followers are being lured into an
elaborately designed trap that may seal their doom.... Combining historical fact with a vivid
imagination, Christian Jacq tells the enthralling true story of the Ancient Egyptian warriorqueen Ahhotep -- without whose valiant courage the Valley of the Kings and the glorious
treasures of the pharaohs, including Ramses the Great, would never have existed.
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Retrace the life of Moses from his modest birth and rescue as a baby to the courts of Pharaoh,
from herding flocks in Midian to leading his people out of Egypt. Join Adam Hamilton as he
travels from Egypt to Mt. Sinai, the Nile, the Red Sea and the wilderness exploring the sites of
Moses' life. Using historical information, archaeological data, and biblical text, Hamilton guides
us in the footsteps of this reluctant prophet who grew in his relationship with God and by the
end of life had successfully fulfilled the role he was given. Turn your own reluctance into
boldness as you examine the significant challenges facing Moses and how God shaped his
character and life in powerful ways. Additional components for a six-week study include a
comprehensive Leader Guide and a DVD featuring author and pastor Adam Hamilton. For a
church-wide study, youth and children resources are also available.
The powerful Hittites have declared war on Egypt, and Ramses must do the impossible: seize
their impregnable fortress at Kadesh with his ragged army, even as his powerful bodyguard
and right-hand man has been arrested, suspected of treason.
Originally published in 1906-1907, this is the first complete collection, in paperback, of
historical source documents available at the turn of the 20th century, translated by James
Henry Breasted. This third volume considers documents of the Nineteenth Dynasty.
A military interpretation of the great clash between Pharaoh Rameses II and the Hittite King
Muwatallish, together with the events that led to it. This is the earliest battle in history whose
course can be reconstructed in detail, and Healy's account is illustrated with photographs of
inscriptions, including pictorial reliefs on Egyptian temple walls, and photographs of the
battlefield today.
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